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Out of the Woods is a collection of traditional fairy tales adapted into a Card Game, Illustrated Book, and compilation of Art Prints. Pre-Order Shop. Created by. He hoped the lessons contained within might help others along their journey through the dark woods of existence. With the success of this campaign we’ll deliver a wicked card game, beautiful illustrated book, twisted coloring book, and turn "Out of the Woods" into an ongoing series of games, books, and original art. Don’t be eaten by wolves. Get Out of the Woods! Miss the Campaign? Still in The Woods? You can still get "Out of the Woods" products, find PayPal payment options, and links to BackerKit by visiting the "Out of the Woods" page on American McGe “Journey Through The Dark”. Many songs I've written About the things I saw My inner soul's a wasteland I can't run away from here Try to find them All the lost thoughts in my mind I woke up on a hill So many times before Yesterday seems like a dream no more Frozen memories laughing They don't let me find the truth Am. I born to be a king Or a jester of the fools. You're the mystical old bard on your journey through the dark Mystical old bard Your journey through the dark. I can’t remember my name I never knew how to find my home I can’t remember my name Come tell me where will it end I’m the chosen one To perform all these things But not for me In illusions and reality I'm on my journey through the dark. Ref. More on Genius. &qu